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Throughout the Christian era, the church has always
engaged to some extent in the ministry of pastoral care,
together with some form of counseling. Hulme (1976)
observed that, although pastoral counseling is new in its
form, it is not new in its purpose; indeed, the care and
cure of souls is as old as the church. Before the advent of
the Freudian era and further developments in modern
psychology, however, the pastor's counseling was grounded in
pastoral theology (Hulme, 1976). Today's new movements in
pastoral counseling, on the other hand, have come more from
the laboratories and reports of the psychological sciences
than from the scholarship of theologians.
While providing pastoral care, ministers must
understand the importance of pastoral counseling as one
instrument to be used in strengthening the health of spirit
and self-hood (Hiltner, 1972). Wimberly (1983) however,
maintained that the Black Church, after many centuries of
effective nurturing and involvement with the Black family
cannot become disengaged from being in the midst of human
problems of individuals, couples, and families. The Black
church's settling for less would relegate it to the role of
a passive bystander to many destructive psychosocial
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processes during the very time that so many experts, both
inside and outside the church, are seeking a new wholeness
in human lives (Wimberly, 1983).
For the Black church to carry out this vital
therapeutic ministry, it must be provided with prepared,
trained ministers who have the perspective to deal with both
the limited and ultimate dimensions of the human life cycle
(Capps, 1983). This need becomes even greater as Black
Americans enter the twenty-first century and encounter the
stresses, complexities, and challenges of an emerging
technocatic society (Hicks, 1987).
Wimberly (1983) has observed that in the Black
community, the clergy has been first in the chain of
professionals sought out by persons having problems, whether
they be emotional, mental, physical, financial, familial, or
some other. Because pastoral counseling is the most
direct contribution of the minister to the deeply troubled
person (Blackwell, 1975), that minister must be trained to
listen and be alert to psychological and sociological
insights. Also, this minister must also be aware of other
resources which bear upon a holistic approach to healthy
body, mind, and spirit. Therefore, if the Black pastors are
to practice counseling as the major part of their
profession, they must be adequately prepared through
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training and experience in theological, spiritual and
psychological practices. For example, it is not enough to
practice psychology with a dash of religion any more than it
is enough to practice pastoral counseling with little
consideration of the psychological and sociological self
(Johnson, 1983).
Many Black ministers use the Bible as a rule book for
daily living because they believe it is the law of life
itself (Hamilton, 1972). It is their manual for doing
clinical work. To be sure, where the Bible speaks of
persons knowing, doing, and being, it often contains lessons
that may guide pastoral counseling. However, to use the
scriptures as a sole resource for pastoral counseling is
insufficient (Hamilton, 1972). Optimal pastoral counseling
would add to these scriptural lessons, the church's
traditions, one's own logical personal reasoning and
experience, and training in counseling therapy (Hamilton,
1972) .
Counselors roust have a detailed understanding of and
strong empathy with troubled clients so that counselors can
value each person objectively while maintaining their own
values* These values are worked out before God and the
culture in which the counseling practice is operated
(Ricoeur, 1980). High inter-personal skills are required to
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assist clients to come to terms with their own values
without imposing the minister's values upon them.
In other words, pastors should be prepared for
counseling by having been compelled, by the nature of their
training and profession, into a self-corrective process.
Those who have studied and prepared for such situations know
what it means to help change a life, be it another's or
their own. The trained minister must greet others with hope
and an absence of repulsion for some of the deeds they have
done (Simonton, 1978). With that communality, a sense of
belonging can be established so that alienation, isolation,
abandonment, and despair can be shared by client and
counselor, and they both can move toward a solution.
Evolution of the Problem
There is an urgent need for more empowering visions in
the training of Black ministers in pastoral counseling -
visions which will enable the Black minister to respond to
people's changing needs in the strange new world of the
1990s (Denham, 1986). The book of Proverbs said it well:
"where there is no vision, the people perish" (29:18). In a
society of mind-boggling changes and other controversies and
problems. Black ministers need a flexible and evolving
vision that will continually change as they move into the
future (Capps, 1983).
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For several years, the investigator has observed Black
ministers' behaviors as these ministers delivered counseling
services to their congregation and community. It was noted
that conversation with a pastor, even brief unplanned ones,
can have a powerful impact upon the lives of persons if the
pastor is sensitive, concerned, perceptikve, and responsive
to felt needs. Clearly all ministers will be better able to
meet these responsibilities if they are adequately trained
as counselors.
Statement of the Problem
A basic part of today's pastoral ministry is
counseling. Black pastors constantly counsel as they move
among their people, regardless of whether they are fully
aware of and substantially trained in the more formal
aspects of counseling.
According to Oates (1962), earlier clinical training in
pastoral counseling, achieved outside an ecclesiastical
frame of reference, was initiated by Anton Boisen and
Russell Dicks in the late twenties and early thirties.
Oates (1962) criticizes such training as practiced in
isolation as a subspecialty of the ministry, and having
been based upon a naive and uncritical adoption of
theoretical presuppositions.
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Equally serious is the lack of any counseling
training. Clinebell (1964) found that the most difficult
problem in the pastoral counseling field was that a
majority of clergypersons in parishes today have had
little formal training in this skill. Clinebell's
statistical study of the mode of help that ministers were
giving shows the need for broadening many ministers'
counseling skills.
Black ministers have only recently begun to stress the
importance of pastoral counseling (Adams, 1970). This is a
significant change because pastoral counseling is an
essential means by which the local Black church remains a
lifesaving station and not a club. In order to assess the
direction and magnitude of this change in pastoral care, the
investigator has used a questionnaire to survey the
counseling functions and services of Black Methodist
ministers.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to answer the question:
In what manner are Black Methodist ministers functioning in
their counseling ministries? The various aspects of this
question were obtained from a sample of those ministers.
The following specific areas were covered in the
survey: required education, training in counseling.
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theory and practice and the problems and areas of counseling
that have been encountered.
This study sought to determine the manner in which
Black Methodist ministers are functioning as counselors as
disclosed by their attitudes, awareness, activities and
expressed needs in various aspects of their counseling
ministries.
Significance of the Study
The information obtained from this study will be
beneficial for Black ministers in pastoral counseling in the
following ways:
(a) It will indicate areas where the ministers may
need continuing education to improve their role as
pastoral counselors.
(b) It will provide a new role for Black
ministers as agents of social and behavioral
change.
(c) It will help Black ministers continue to develop
and nurture persons within the Black church and
community.
Limitations of the Study
The following major limitations to the study were:
(a) Asking Black ministers to respond to the
questionnaire instead of observing how they
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responded in actual counseling situations did
not allow first-hand knowledge of their
professional behavior. However, asking Black
ministers what they thought they would do in
specific situations revealed insight into their
attitudes on the subject,
(b) The investigator has had to assume that the
Black ministers' responses to the questionnaire
corresponded to some degree to the way they
would actually respond in pastoral care and
counseling situations. The investigator could
not determine the full or partial validity of
this assumption with respect to each respondent.
(c) The study depended on the willingness of
volunteers to be subjects. The self-selection
process automatically introduced a number of
variables concerning subjects' motives for
participating or not participating in the study
which were beyond the control of the investigator.
Definition of Terms
Ministry—the professional activities of all clergy.
Pastoral'Care—the total ministry of the religious
community to individuals and their families.
Pastoral Counseling—a specialized form of pastoral
care which defines the therapeutic role of the minister to
9
persons, families and small groups.
Black Church—any local church whose ethnic identity
is Black and whose members voluntarily affirm the values
contained in the revelation of God in Jesus Christ.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review of the literature for this study fell into
two parts: (1) studies of the Black church and its ministers
which serve as background for (2) specific research related
to the role of counseling in Black pastoral care.
Study of the Black Church—Its Ministers and Community
From a historical point of view, pastoral care in the
Black church has been a corporate function (Hulme, 1970);
that is, the care of parishioners has been carried out by
the church as a social system rather than by the pastor as
an individual (Hiltner, 1972). Pastoral care in the Black
church has been carried out in the past primarily through
the traditional resources of the Black church: worship, the
sharing of values, supportive fellowship, celebration of the
sacraments, and the rites of passage (Core, 1969).
Black worship has been characterized by strong African
rhythmic patterns that generate a deep emotion. These
patterns served not only as the vehicle for emotional
release but also for the expression of a value system and
consistent world-view that has undergirded Blacks' attempts
to find meaning in life despite the slavery and subsequent
prejudice and inequality that they were forced to suffer.
(Wilmore, 1973 ) .
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Probably, the Black church's most significant role during
slavery was that of a catharsis center, the single
therapeutic place where the slave and oppressed Black person
could be safe and emotionally free (Frazier, 1964). These
rhythmic patterns of Black worship helped slaves use their
African past to sustain them and to face almost overwhelming
hardships armed with a new orientation to life that emerged
from the combination of their past and Christianity
(Wilmore, 1973). This new orientation, centered in the
Black church, gave Blacks a theological foundation for a
personal identity and "somebodiness" as a child of God
(Chapman, 1972), a sense of meaning and purpose in life, a
sense of continuity with the past, and a world-view in which
they could see themselves playing a role (Frazier, 1974).
Through these rhythms of Black worship, and ultimately
through baptism. Blacks found unity with God, the Christian
source of substance and power (Washington, 1964).
Black Church/Therapeutic Community
The nature and role of the Black church in its
community has remained consistent since the slavery period.
As one of the few helping institutions available to the
Black American, the Black church is owned and operated by
Blacks, unhindered by taxes, governmental politics, and
outside competition. The Black church has been a community
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center because it has provided for its people's social,
economic and psychological needs. The Black church has seen
its central role as a community of family and a family of
God (Nelson, 1971). As an expression of this family
relationship, church members may refer to each other
respectfully as "sister” or "brother" or even have a "play
mother" on whom they can depend for support and advice
(Lincoln, 1974) .
Black ministers' task is twofold: (1) to maintain and
improve themselves professionally and (2) to communicate to
their congregation that Black life can be enriching,
beneficial, happy, and purposeful (Thomas, 1983). Black
Americans have in their collective identity and in their
church, many ingredients from which they can draw strength
and support (Switzer, 1983). Black ministers have
established themselves for life in the most race-free and
powerful situations they can find in this country as a Black
person (Bruce, 1976). These Black ministers have earned and
maintained their positions through a rigorous program of
preaching and service to the congregation (Peterson, 1980).
However, those ministers whose pastoral abilities have not
pleased their congregations, have been unableto advance
themselves
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The chief means by which Black pastors can establish
themselves in a Black church is through their expertise in
providing pastoral counseling that creates a therapeutic
community for its members. Black ministers should realize
that the creation of such a community can occur only if they
are sensitive to cultural and individual differences in
their congregation (McCall, 1981). A pastoral counseling
program is not isolated from the other components of
pastoral service and care. Indeed the success of a pastoral
counseling programs begins in the pulpit, where the majority
of parishioners see and hear the pastor most often (Cox,
1978). If the sermons show an understanding of human
problems and an attitude of love, the people are more likely
to feel that the minister may understand and be able to help
them. Therefore, Black ministers' sermons can either draw
church members to them or place a barrier to further
communication. Those sermons that are most successful in
drawing people for counseling are those in which pastors
express a self-knowledge that leads to a knowledge of the
congregation. Pastors who have successfully wrestled with
their own doubts, ego disturbances, anxieties, resentments
and other destructive emotions can pass on to their
congregation the lessons learned from these struggles
(Sedlacek, 1976).
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The Black Minister's Role and Function
The roles and functions of the Black pastor are deeply
embedded in the consciousness of the Black community. The
pastor serves as symbol, wound-healer, diagnostician and
communicator. Pastors' symbolic roles go far beyond their
personal appeal: they represent God the Father, Christ the
Holy Spirit, the Gospel, and the Christian community.
Blacks also perceive their pastors, especially the male
ministers, to be the physical representation of the whole
community of faith, of a way of viewing the meaning of life
and of the dynamic power of faith (Switzer, 1984).
Black pastors also function as negative symbols. They
may be caricatures of Christianity for all those who are
hostile, suspicious, or detached from the Christian faith
(Jacobsen, 1977). Another form of negative symbol is the
appearance of transference as a part of pastoral identity
(North, 1988). The pastor, a natural authority figure, may
generate in the congregation transference displacements that
lead to unfair and unrealistic expectations. If the Black
clergy are unaware of transference and do not learn how to
deal with it, they fail to understand sources of their own
power and authority and may be driven to try to fulfill the
common expectation that they must be all things to all
people (North, 1988).
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Ministers are traditionally thought of as
wound-healers, or more appropriately, the wounded healer
(Novwen, 1972). Pastors' personal wounds, as well as the
sharing of them with the congregation, make them a more
effective healer.
The minister has also been described as a diagnostician
(Pruyser, 1986). Pastors possess a body of theoretical and
practical knowledge that is uniquely their own, causing some
people to want to be assessed, evaluated or diagnosed in the
light of this knowledge. Pastors who attempt to satisfy that
demand become diagnosticians. A successful diagnosis and
the client’s subsequent relief depend on the pastor's
knowledge, skill, training, and, perhaps most important of
all, a sensitivity in reading the message that a troubled
person is trying to send. The pastor must be attentive to
gestures, facial expressions, and in short, all words and
behaviors. A minister's role is to assume that, no matter
how slight or meaningless an encounter may seem, it has a
definite meaning (Howe, 1980). The communication that is of
primary importance in counseling may require the counselor
to become a sensitive listener and observer (Levin, 1981).
Since communication is a two-way street, effective
counselors must also, through their words and behavior,
create a peaceful and free environment in which clients can
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make decisions based on their own self-knowledge and
consciousness of God, and not on any externally caused
feelings of coercion, fear, guilt, or hostility. The
counselee within such an environment is able to work through
tension - producing experiences and grow to a new level of
strength and maturity (Howe, 1980).
Thus, specific training and skills, together with
cogent self-knowledge are needed to become an effective
counselor. Black ministers' abilities to make themselves
emotionally available to people to establish nonlabeled
informal counseling relationships, and to motivate their
parishioners to accept formal counseling or other means of
help are priceless professional assets that should be used
carefully and to the fullest possible extent (Williams,
1971).
The Black Minister as a Person
When one lists all the important characteristics of a
minister as mentioned in the literature, it begins to sound
like a recipe for a perfect human being. Faber and Vander
Schoot (1985) stated that the qualities a pastor needs more
than anything else are humility, stamina, obedience and
love. Rogers (1942) recognized the following essential
qualities of the counselor: (a) sensitivity to human
relationships; (b) an objective and emotionally detached
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attitude, yet with a capacity for sympathy that is not
overdone; (c) respect for the individual, and an ability and
willingness to accept the clients as they are, giving them
freedom to work out their own solutions; (d) an
understanding of himself, his emotional limitations, and
shortcomings; (e) knowledge of human behavior. The need for
a delicate balance between sympathy and objectivity was
echoed by Appell (1973). Ministers' personal qualities
often determine whether church members feel that they can
turn to them in confidence (Brister, 1974). Conversely,
church members will not turn to a perfectionist who leaves
the impression that real Christians have no problems, a
rigid authoritarian who sees only one side to every story, a
cocky debunker who likes to impress people rather than
minister to their needs; and a preoccupied administrator who
uses people in order to achieve successful church operation.
Ultimately, the greatest strength of any pastor and
congregation is the congregation's perception of the
pastor's personal authenticity (Barlett, 1978). Although
the clergy's authenticity has been called the greatest
weakness of organized religion, the Black clergy has been
called the key to the vitality of Black congregational life
(Harris, 1977). Unfortunately, the authority of the Black
pastor today, has more to do with their personal leadership
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style than with religious belief. Fletcher(1985) has seen
the achievement of pastoral authenticity as a process
occurring in three significant stages. Stage one is called
testing pastoral strength, which is a honeymoon period
during which Black congregations observe new ministers
closely and test them for sufficient personal reality that
might serve as the foundation for a deeper relationship.
This painstaking process must be undertaken or nothing of
significance will happen and growth relationship will stop.
Stage two, called professional authenticity, occurs when the
pastor is called into enough of a personal relationship so
as to be heard and recognized as a credible interpreter of
religious faith. The issue is whether anyone will engage
the minister into a serious religious relationship. Stage
three, called particular authenticity, occurs as a period of
harmony as well-being after the crisis contained in stage
two. In this stage, pastors have a secure enough base for
their ministry so that they can confidently undertake
continuing education or other forms of professional
development (Fletcher, 1985)..
Review of Related Research
Knowing at least a brief history of the Black American
Church and of its ministers makes it easier to understand
specific studies of the role of counseling in Black pastoral
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care. The following part of the literature review of
related research focused on the importance of Black pastoral
counseling, the relationship of counseling to other pastoral
roles, pastoral care and counseling training, clerical
counselees, and counselees' expectations of the Black
minister.
The Role of Counseling in Black Pastoral Care
Black ministers have always been expected by their
congregations to dispense some form of crisis intervention
counseling as an inevitable part of their calling,
regardless of whether or not they have been skilled at it
(Hamilton, 1972). Clergy have been the second most
frequently chosen professional for advice on transitions and
crises (Lieberman & Mullan, 1978); indeed, for help with
psychological problems, the clergy are definitely the most
utilized professional (Gurin, Veroff & Feld, 1970).
Moreover, in the last few years, the practice of seeking
advice from ministers has become more frequent (Hamilton,
1972). People's motives for seeking ministers' counseling
may vary, but is is clear that many have sought comfort,
reassurance, and advice from their ministers (Zimbaedo &
Formica, 1973), even though American mental health
professionals have consistently underplayed or discounted
the importance of religious and clerical counseling in the
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community network of Black Americans (Clement & Hogan,
1979).
The major limitations on the quality of American
clerical counseling are the great demands placed on
ministers' time and their inadequate counseling training.
Of the six specific roles (Blizzard, 1978) that each
minister is expected to play—teacher, preacher, pastor,
organizer, administrator, and counselor—Black ministers
usually ranked counseling third in importance, behind
preparation and delivery of sermons and teaching (Stephan,1980). When Black ministers ranked these roles according to
actual time spent, they placed administration first,
followed by sermon preparation and delivery. Counseling
fared quite poorly; only 40.4% gave only 10% of their
ministry to counseling, while only 12.2% gave 40-70%
(Stephan, 1980). Although many Black ministers find
administrative tasks frustrating and unenjoyable (Nameche,
1980), their primary complaint about their counseling role
has been that they have too little time or educational
preparation (Coates, 1975).
Pastoral Training
Inadequate educational preparation can frustrate Black
ministers as they try to perform their role as counselor.
Many Black clergy receive formal preparation beyond the
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baccalaureate degree for the six ministerial roles discussed
earlier (Blizzard, 1978) by spending at least three years of
graduate study at a seminary. However, unless the pastor
receives an undergraduate degree in a social science, only a
small fraction of classwork and practice is directed toward
pastoral counseling and care. Two studies (Arnold, 1980 and
Stephan, 1980) reported an average of only 4.5 courses taken
in psychology or counseling by clergypersons. These
findings indicate a specific need for greater educational
preparation in psychological areas. To meet this need, many
seminaries offer internships at state hospitals or other
agencies under a program called Clinical Pastoral Education
(CPE). The purpose of CPE is to provide practical
experience in the mental health field. Ministers with more
background in counseling can at least make more appropriate
referrals. This is a weak area with Black ministers
(Piedmont, 1988). However, Black ministers with more
training in counseling were more likely to engage in a
greater amount of counseling, often using a non-directive
style, which is more effective than simply dispensing advice
(Crews, 1985).
Clerical Counselee
In a clerical counseling relationship, the clients'
perceptions and motives are just as important, of course as
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the pastor's. In a comparison of clerical counselees and
mental health center counselees (Hudson, 1980), it was
revealed that those with problems related to family life and
interpersonal adjustment were significantly more likely to
go to pastors. Whereas, those with personal problems tended
to go to clinical counselors. This difference was probably
due to the higher percentage of married clerical counselees.
Unemployment was the only category of problems for which
those surveyed chose to consult a therapist rather than a
pastor. However, ministers were seen as the most
appropriate resource to consult about problems related to
children leaving home and the death of someone close other
than a spouse. Those who sought clerical counseling usually
did so for a wide range of psychological disturbances, not
differing greatly from those problems seen in clinical
settings by psychologists and psychiatrists - thus,
contradicting the stereotype that most clerical counselees
suffer from sort of discouragement or depression (Nameche,
1980) .
Counselees' Expectations of the Black Minister's Role
People will bring their problems to a minister only if
they have certain perceptions and expectations of the
clerical office. A community study by Clock and Roos
(1981) of the lay perceptions of the position, role, and
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duties of the clergy revealed that counseling was perceived
as part of a clerical role by parishioners who said that
their ministers spent a moderate amount of time counseling -
a practice that they approved of, as long as it was not
their primary role. People's motives for seeking counseling
from pastors rather than other helping professionals may run
the gamut: respect for authority; being comfortable in their
presence, especially with clergy of the same social class
(Mitchell, 1985); knowing that the services are free;
accessibility, waiting lists, red tape, or having to talk to
intermediaries, or sitting in a waiting room with strangers;
and following a referrer's advice (Gurin, Veroff & Felds,
1970). Usage records of clerical counseling services do,
however, reveal some differences. Although clerical
counseling was used equally by persons of all educational
levels, those with higher income were more likely to consult
psychiatrists. Also, more women than men sought help, and
the proportion seeking clerical counseling increased in
small cities (56%) and small towns (46%) where ministers
were more likely than in large cities to be perceived by
helping professional and potential clients as part of the
helping network.
This review of the literature indicates that;
1. Traditional pastoral care in the Black
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church was carried out thorugh worship,
sharing of values, supportive fellowship
and celebration of the sacraments.
2. The Black church has provided social,
economic and psychological needs for its
peoples.
3. The success of a pastoral counseling program
begins in the pulpit.
4. The pastor serves as symbol, wound-healer,
diagnostician and communicator.
5. The qualities a good pastor needs are
humility, stamina, obedience and love.
6. The greatest strength of any pastor and
congregation is personal authenticity.
7. The second most chosen professional for
advice are pastors.
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8. The pastor's primary complaint about
their counseling role has been too little
time for it or too little educational
preparation.
9. The only category of problems a therapist
rather than a pastor was counsulted was
unemployment.
10. The Black pastor with more counseling skills
use a non-directive style instead of
dispensing advice.
11. The counselees with higher income were more




The methodology of this study was primarily
descriptive, with the additional use of survey research
techniques on data gathered from a questionnaire. The study
was implemented on May 8, 1990 and was terminated September
17, 1990. Methods are detailed below.
Site and Setting
The site for this study was Atlanta, Georgia, which is
a large metropolitan city in the southeastern part of the
United States. It has a population of approximately two
million people, 68% of which are Blacks (U.S. Census, 1980).
The city's Black communities contain many churches that
provide worship, spiritual relief, and some form of pastoral
care for their congregations and the greater community.
The setting for this study was the Interdenominational
Theological Center. The United Methodist seminary is a
component of the Center (I.T.C.) which is composed of seven
separate seminaries, each serving a different denomination,
yet all sharing a common faculty and campus.
Subject Pool
The subject pool was comprised of Black ministers, who
were members of the Black United Methodist Ministers
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Fellowship of the North Georgia Conference. Although the
entire population of Black Ministers Fellowship was
eligible to be included in the study, the actual subjects
were those who were available and willing to complete the
survey at the date and time it was to be administered.
Instrument
The Black Ministers Counseling Survey (BMCS) was
designed by the investigator especially for this study . it was
designed to be self-administered.‘ The survey was developed
by using several sources of information, including literature
and the investigator's personal knowledge and experience as an
ordained United Methodist minister. The instrument was
pilot tested on a small sample of students at the local
seminary. Modifications were then made as necessary (see
Appendix B).
Instrument Description
The Black Ministers Counseling Survey (BMCS) was a
questionnaire with seven sections and thirty items. Its
sections were: (a) Demographic, (b) Living Situation, (c)
Church Participation, (d) Utilization of Pastoral Counseling
Skills, (e) Pastoral Priorities, (f) Expectation of Pastoral
Responses to Life Situations, and (g) Expectations of
Pastoral Responses to Critical Experiences. These sections
are described below.
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Section A; Demographic—contains six closed-ended
items that were designed to elicit basic
demographic information such as age, present title, sex,
educational level, household size, and marital status.
Section B: Living Situation—contains two closed-ended
items that were designed to elicit basic data regarding the
ministers' living situation.
Section C; Church Participation—contains five
closed-ended items that appear in checklist form for the
purpose of collecting data concerning length of membership,
other denominational affiliations, and the role(s) ministers
have had in the organization and development of the church
program.
Section D; Utilization of Pastoral Care—contains three
closed-ended items that were designed to elicit information
regarding utilization of pastoral counseling skills and
services.
Section E; Pastoral Priorities—contains three
closed—ended items that were designed to identify
ministers' priorities used in pastoral counseling.
Section Fr Expectations of Pastoral Response to
Life Situation—contains five closed-ended items that were
designed to survey the ministers' perceptions of the
congregational expectations regarding counseling.
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Section G; Expectation of Pastoral Responses to
Critical Experiences—contains six open and closed-ended
questions that were designed to collect data regarding the
expectations of services rendered to members and the church
community in crises situations.
Procedures
The following procedural steps were undertaken for each
of the study periods. The investigator's work for this




1. The principal investigator contacted
the president of the Black Methodist Ministers
Fellowship to explain the study. A tentative
verbal agreement regarding cooperation as to
the study's setting was obtained by the
investigator from the president of the
organization. Permission was also acquired
during this phone call to conduct the study
at the next scheduled monthly meeting.
A follow-up letter was sent to the president
of the Black Methodist Ministers Fellowship
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to confirm arrangements made by telephone.
(see Appendix A).
Research Period
3. The investigator attended the next scheduled
monthly meeting of the Black Methodist Ministers
Fellowship, to explain the study and to answer
ministers' questions about the survey.
4. After all questions regarding the survey were
answered, survey respondents completed the
survey.
Post Research Period
5. After all surveys were collected by the
investigator, the data-gathering for the study
was terminated.
Data Collection
All data were collected by the researcher.
Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to analyze the study
data. This included frequency analysis and other
appropriate statistics.
Human Services Contract
No human services contract was needed for this study
because direct services were not provided. Thus, potential
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psychological or physical harm to study participants was not
a consideration.
Table 1
List of Procedure Activities and Forms






Contacted by phone the Telephone
President of Black Methodist
Ministers Fellowship to
obtain permission to conduct
the study.
Procedure 2
Researcher followed Contacted by letter the
up telephone call President of the Black











of the Black Methodist
Fellowship. Researcher
described study to survey
respondents and answered














Researcher All data collected, N/A
terminated study study terminated.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Results of this study have been reported in five
sections: Section A contains results referring to
demographic data obtained from the survey respondents.
Section B consists of results regarding specific references
to counseling skills. Section C details results referring
to pastoral priorities. Section D consists of results
referring to the minister's perception of congregational
expectation of pastoral response to life situations
generally requiring counseling. Finally, section E is
comprised of items which measured expectations of pastoral
responses to critical experiences.
Section A Demographic Data
Demographic data included the following variables:
Age, present title, sex, education, household size, marital
status, type of community, length of time in residence,
length of service in present congregation, prior
denominational affiliation, present role in congregation,





As shown in Table 2, of 69 survey respondents, nine (or
13%) were between 18-28 years of age; 21 (or 30.4%) were
between 29-39 years of age and 28 (or 40.6%) were between
40-50 years of age. Meanwhile seven (or 10.1%) were between
51 and 61 years of age, and two (or 2.9%) were between 62-72
years of age. Two (or 2.9%) were 73 or above. Therefore,
the typical study participant was between 40-50 years of
age.
Present Title
As shown in Table 2, study participants, two of (2.8%)
reported being a senior pastor at their present
congregation, 15 (or 21.7%) reported being a pastor; 13 (or
18.8%) reported being a minister; four (or 5.8%) reported
being associate pastor; and (5 or 7.2%) reported being
associate ministers. Meanwhile; 13 (or 18.8%) reported
being student pastors; one (or 1.4%) reported being a
missionary, a deaconess, a chaplain respectively, and 14
or (20.3%) did not respond to this item. Therefore, the




As shown in Table 2, of 69 study participants, 52 (or
75.4%) were male and 17 (or 24.6%) were female. Therefore,
the typical study participant was male.
Table 2
Sample Demographic Characteristics by (a) Age, (b) Sex
(c) Present title, and (d) Highest level of Education
Achieved in Number (#) and Percents (%) (N=69)
(a) age # % (b) Sex # %
18-28 9 13.0 Male 52 75.4
29-39 21 30.4 Female 17 24.6







(c) Present (d) Highest Level
Title # % of Education
Achieved # %
Senior
Pastor 2 2.8 0-5 grade 0 0
Pastor 15 21.7 6-8 grade 1 1.4
Minister 13 18.8 9-11 grade 0 0
Associate High School 2 2.9
Pastor 4 5.8 Some College 6 8.7
Associate Bible College 0 0
Minister 5 7.2 Bachelor's
Student Degree 28 40.6
Pastor 13 18.8 Master's
Missionary 1 1.4 Degree 31 44.9
Deaconess 1 1.4 Doctorate
Chaplain 1 1.4 Degree 1 1.4




As shown in Table 2, of 69 study participants none
<or 0%) checked, 0-5 the grade as highest level of
education achieved. One (or 1.4%) reported their highest
level of education between 6th - 8th grade, none (or 0%)
checked ninth-eleventh grade; and two (or 2.9%) reported a
high school diploma; six (or 8.7%) reported having some
college training, and none (or 0%) checked Bible College.
Meanwhile, 28 (or 40.6%) reported a bachelor's degree; 31
(or 44.9%) reported a master's degree and; one (or 1.4%)
reported a Ph.D. as the highest level of education achieved.
Therefore, the typical study participant reported a master's
degree as the highest level of education achieved.
Household Size
As shown in Table 3, of 69 study participants; 19 (or
27.5%) reported a household size of one; 14 (or 20.2%)
reported a household size of two; 11 (or 15.9%) reported a
household size of three, and 16 (or 23.1) reported a
household size of four. Meanwhile, eight (or 11.5%)
reported a household size of five, and one (or 1.4%)
reported a household size of six. Therefore, the typical
study participant reported a household size of one.
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Table 3
Sample Demographic Characteristics by (a) Household
Size, (b) Marital Status, (c) Type of Community and
(d) Length of Residence in Presence Congregation, in
Numbers (#) and Percents (%) (N=69)
(a) Household (b) Marital
Size # % Status # %
One 19 27.5 Single 19 27.5
Two 14 20.2 Married 42 60.8
Three 11 15.9 Separated 0 0
Four 16 23.1 Divorced 4 7.2
Five 8 11.5 Widowed 3 4.3
Six
Seven or
1 1.4 Total 69 100
more 0 0
Total 69 100
(c) Type of (d) Length of
Community # % Residence # %
Urban 30 43.5 Less than
Suburban 26 37.7 1 year 7 10.1
Rural 5 7.2 1 year 9 13.0
Small Town 8 11.6 2 years 17 24.6
Total 69 100 3 years 5 7.2
4 years 7 10.1
5 years 3 4.3
6 years 2 2.9
7 years 2 2.9
8 years 0 0
9 years 0 0
10 years 4 5.8




As shown in Table 3, of 69 study participants, 19 (or
27.5%) were single; 41 (or 60.8%) were married, and none
were separated. Meanwhile five (or 7.2%) were divorced and,
three (or 4.3%) were widowed. Therefore, the typical study
participant was married.
Type of Community
As shown in Table 3, of 69 study participants, 30 (or
43.5%) lived in an urban community; 26 (or 37.7%) lived in a
suburban community. Meanwhile five (or 7.2%) lived in a
rural community; and eight (or 11.6%) lived in a small town.
Consequently, the typical study participant lived in an
urban community.
Length of Time in Residence
As shown in Table 3, of 69 study participants, seven
(or 10.1%) reported the length of time at their present
residence as less than one year, nine (or 13%) reported the
length of time at their present residence as one year and,
17 (or 24.6%) reported the length of time at their present
residence as two years. In addition, five (or 7.2%)
reported the length of time at their present residence as
three years; seven (or 10.1%) reported the length of time at
their present resident as four years; and three (or 4.3%)
reported the length of time at their present residence as
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five years. Meanwhile, two (or 2.9%) reported the length of
time at their present residence as seven years, and none (or
0%) checked eight or nine years as length of time at their
present residence. Four (or 5.8%) also reported the length
of time at their present residence as ten years, and 13 (or
18.8%) reported the length of time at their present
residence as eleven or more years. Therefore, the typical
study participant reported the length of time at his/her
present residence as two years.
Length of Service In Present Congregation
As shown in Table 4, of 69 study participants, 13 (or
18.8%) reported the length of service with their present
congregation as less than one year; eight (or 11.6%)
reported the length of service with their present
congregation as one year; 16 (or (23.2%) reported the length
of service with their present congregation as two years;
five (or 7.2%) reported the length of service with their
present congregation as three years, and five (or 7.2%)
reported the length of service with their present
congregation as four years. Meanwhile, five (or 7.2%)
reported the length of service with their present
congregation as five years; three (or 4.3%) reported length
of service with their present congregation as six years, and
14 (or 20.3%) reported the length of service with their
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Table 4
Sample Demographic Characteristics by (a) Length of
Service in Present Congregation, (b) Role(s) in Present
Congregation, (c) Prior Denomination Affiliation,
(d) Role(s) in Former Congregation in Numbers (#)
and Percents (%) N=69
Length of (b) Role(s) in
Service in Present
Present Congregation # %
Congregation # %
Senior Pastor 15 21.7
Less than Pastor 7 10.1
a year 13 18.8 Assoc. Pastor 8 11.6
1 year 8 11.6 Asst. Pastor 17 24.6
2 years 16 23.2 Minister of
3 years 5 7.2 Music 1 1.4
4 years 5 7.2 Evangelist 3 4.3
5 years 5 7.2 Missionary 3 4.3
6 years 3 4.3 Elder 9 13.0
7 years 0 0 Deacon 2 2.9
8 years 0 0 Other 0 0.0
Ten or more No Response 4 5.8
years 14 20.3 Total 69 100
Total 69 100
Prior (d) Role(s) in
Denomination Former
Affiliation # % Congregation # %
Baptist 16 23.2 Senior Pastor 18 21.7
A.M.E. 9 13.0 Pastor 14 16.9
C.O.G.I.C. 2 2.9 Assoc. Pastor 8 9.6
Methodist 1 1.4 Asst. Pastor 16 19.3
Pentecostal 1 1.4 Minister of
Catholic 1 1.4 Music 3 3.6
No Response 39 56.5 Evangelist 9 10.8






present congregation as ten or more years. Therefore, the
typical study participant reported the length of service in
present congregation as two years.
Role(s) in Present Congregation
As shown in Table 4, of 69 study participants, 15 (or
21.7%) reported the present role with their congregation as
Senior Pastor, seven (or 10.1%) reported the present role
with congregation as Pastor, eight (or 11.6%) reported
present role with their congregation as Associate Pastor,
and 17 (or (24.6%) reported present role with their
congregation as Assistant Pastor. Meanwhile, one (or 1.4%)
reported the present role with their congregation as
Minister of Music, three or (4.3%) reported present role
with congregation as Evangelist, and three (or 4.3%)
reported present role with congregation as Missionary. In
addition, nine (or 13%) reported the present role with their
congregation as Elders; two (or 2.9%) reported present role
with their congregation as Deacon, and four (or 5.8%) gave
no response. Therefore, the typical study participant
reported the present role with his/her congregation as being
an Assistant Pastor.
Prior Denomination Affiliation
As shown in Table 4, of 69 study participants, 16 (or
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23.2%) reported their prior denominational affiliation as
Baptist, nine (or 13%) reported their prior denominational
affiliation as African Methodist Episcopal, and two (or
2.9%) reported prior denominational affiliation as Church of
God in Christ. In addition, one (or 1.4%) reported the
prior denominational affiliation as Methodist one (or 1.4%)
reported prior denominational affiliation as Catholic, and
39 (or 56.5%) gave no response. Therefore, for those
responding to this item the typical study participant was
Baptist.
Role(s) in Former Congregation
As shown in Table 4, of 69 study participants, 18 (or
21.7%) reported their former role with their congregation as
Senior Pastor, 14 (or 16.9%) reported their former role as
Pastor, and eight (or 9.6%) reported their former role as
Associate Pastor. In addition, 16 (or 19.3%) reported their
former role as Assistant Pastor, three (or 3.6%) reported
their former role as Minister of Music. Meanwhile, four (or
4.8%) reported their former role as Missionary, four (or
4.8%) reported their former role as Elder, and seven (or
8.4%) reported their former role as Deacon. Therefore, the




As shown in Table 5, of 69, study participants, 40 (or
58%) reported being very active in the life of their church;
22 (or 31.9%) reported being active; five (or 7,2%) reported
being moderately active; one (or 1.4%) reported being
slightly active; and one (or 1.4%) reported being inactive
in the life of the church. Therefore, the typical study
participant reported being very active in the life of
his/her church.
Table 5
Degree of Activity of Ministers in .Present
Church, Numbers (#) and Percents (%) (N=69)
Degree of Activity
in Church # %
Very Active 40 58.0
Active 22 31.9
Moderately 5 7.2




The typical study participant was a male, married
pastor between 40-50 years of age who had obtained a
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roaster's degree, and reported having a household size of
one. He lived in an urban cororaunity and resided at his
present residence for two years. He reported the length of
service in his present congregation as two years, and
his present role with his congregation as Assistant Pastor.
The typical study participant was also a Baptist whose
forroer role was Senior Pastor. At present, he is very
active in the life of his church.
Section B: Utilization of Pastoral
Counseling Skills
In section B there were three iteros covering pastoral
counseling skills.
Kinds of Counseling Probleros Encountered
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items that best described the utilization of their
pastoral counseling skills. Multiple responses were then
rank ordered (see Table 6). Of 69 study participants, the
most frequently selected response regarding the kinds of
probleros encountered was death and dying (i.e., 43
responses). The second roost frequently selected problem
encountered (i.e., 42 responses) was marriage conflicts.
Third, most frequently selected probleros encountered (i.e.
41 responses) was family conflicts. The fourth roost
frequently selected problems encountered (i.e., 39
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responses) was drugs and stress. The fifth inost frequently
selected problem encountered (i.e., 38 responses) was
unemployment. The sixth most frequently; selected problem
encountered (i.e., 37) responses) was finances. The
seventh most frequently selected problem encountered (i.e.,
36 responses) was depression. The eighth roost frequently
selected problem encountered (i.e., 34 responses) was
serious illness or accident. The ninth most frequently
selected problems encountered (i.e., 26 responses) were
alcohol and crises of faith.
Table 6
Utilization of the Pastor's Counseling Skills by Kinds
of Counseling Problems Most Often Encountered (Multiple
Responses) by Participants, Number (#), N=69
Counseling Problems #







8. Serious Illness or Accident
9. Alcohol













Pastoral Responses To A Troubled Parishioner
Who Does Not Ask For Help
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with and how they would respond to a
troubled parishioner who did not ask for help. The three
selected responses were then ranked in order (see Table
7). For 69 study participants, the most frequently
selected item (i.e., 43 responses) was contact the member as
to their availability for pastoral counseling if needed.
The second most frequently selected item (i.e., 17
responses) was to offer help in a general way. The third
most frequently selected item (i.e., 15 responses) was to
refrain from approaching member(s) regarding the need for
counseling unless the member(s) specifically asked for help.
Reasons For Congregations Not Approaching
Pastor For Pastoral Care And Counseling
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding reasons why church
members did not approach pastors for pastoral care and
counseling. The three most frequently selected responses
were then rank ordered. The most frequently selected item
(i.e. 41 responses) was according to the perception of
survey respondents was the pastor would think less of the
counselee/member and the pastor might disapprove of what the
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counselee/member had done or was considering doing. The
second roost frequently selected item (i.e., 38 responses)
was that other roerobers of the congregation or cororounity
might find out the counselee/member problem. The third
most frequently selected item (i.e., 31 responses) was
that the pastor in some way might disclose to others
what was revealed during the counseling session (see
Appendix C for a display of other responses).
Table 7
Utilization of Pastoral Counseling Skills; (a) Pastoral
Responses to a Troubled Parishioner Who Does Not Ask
For Help and (b) Reasons for Congregations Not
Approaching Pastor for Pastoral Care and Counseling
(a) Pastoral Response (b) Reasons for Congregations
to a Troubled Not, Approaching Pastor
Parishioner # for Counseling #




Counseling 43 2) Others Would
Find Out 38
2) Offer Help 17








The typical study participant reported death or dying
as the kind of counseling problem most often encountered
within the last year; and the pastor typically offered help
in a general way, making no reference to what they had
heard. The concerns a member might have according to the
ministers' perceptions the reasons why member or potential
counselee would not contact them for counseling was that
they might think less of them and may disapprove of what the
member or counselee had done or was considering doing.
Section C: Pastoral Priorities
The three items in Section C are related to survey
respondent perception of pastoral priorities. Items in
this section were then rank ordered by the frequency of
responses. Results are detailed below:
Important Pastoral Functions
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding the most important
pastoral functions. The five most frequently selected
responses were then rank ordered. The most frequently
selected item (i.e., 52 responses) was personal counseling
with individuals concerning their personal adequacy, peace
of mind; etc. The second most frequently selected item
(i.e., 47 response) was ministering to the bereaved. The
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third most frequently selected item (i.e., 46 responses) was
ministry to the sick. The fourth most frequently selected
item (i.e., 45 responses) was spiritual counseling. The
fifth most frequently selected item (i.e., 42 responses) was
ministry to the dying (see Appendix C for a display of other
responses).
Least Important Pastoral Function
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding the least important
pastoral functions. The five most frequently selected
responses were then rank ordered. The most frequently
selected item (i.e., 32 responses) was the pastor visiting
regularly in church members homes. The second most
frequently selected item (i.e., 29 responses) was visiting
with a new area resident. The third most frequently
selected item (i.e., 19 responses was counseling with
individuals about their personal adequacy, peace of mind,
etc. The fourth most frequently selected item (i.e., 17
responses) was marriage counseling. The fifth most
frequently selected item (i.e., 16 responses) was alcohol




Study participants were instructed to place a check
by those items they agreed with regarding the required
training of a minister to provide pastoral counseling.
The three most frequently selected responses were then
rank ordered. The most frequently selected item (i.e.,
57 responses) was seminary courses in pastoral counseling.
The second most frequently selected item (i.e., 52
responses) was pastoral counseling experience. The third
most frequently selected item (i.e., 46 responses was
continuing education (see Appendix C for a display of
other responses).
Summary
The typical study participant's most important
pastoral function was counseling with individuals about
their personal adequacy, peace of mind, etc. and, the
least important pastoral function was typically regular
visiting in church members' homes. The respondents also
believed seminary courses in pastoral counseling were the




Pastoral Priorities; (a) Important Pastoral
Functions, (b) Least Important Pastoral Functions,
and (c) Required Training; Multiple Responses by
Participants, Number (#) (N=69)
A. Important Pastoral B. Least Important Pastoral
Functions # Functions #
Personal Counseling 52 Regular Visitation 32
Ministry/Bereaved 47 Visiting New
Ministry/Sick 46 Resident 29
Spiritual Counseling 45 Personal Counseling 19
Ministry/Dying 41 Alcohol/Drug
Total 232 Counseling 16
Total 113







Section D: The Ministers' Perception of the
Congregahion Expectations of Pastoral
Responses to Life Situations That
Require Counseling
The five items in Section D are related to survey
respondents' perceptions of their congregation's
expectations of pastoral responses to life situations that
require counseling. Items in this section were then rank
ordered by the frequency of responses. Results are detailed
below
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Birth of a Child
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding the birth of a child.
The three most frequently selected responses were then rank
ordered. The most frequently selected item (i.e., 49
responses) was providing counseling regarding dedication or
baptism. The second most frequently selected item (i.e., 47
responses) was announcing the birth of the child at worship
service. The third most frequently selected item (i.e., 46
responses) was visiting the mother at the hospital (see
Appendix C for a display of other responses).
Marriage Plans
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding marriage plans. The
three most frequently selected responses were then rank
ordered. The most frequently selected item (i.e. 61
responses) was the pastor meeting with the couple to set up
a series of counseling appointments about issues of married
life. The second most frequent selected item (i.e., 41
responses) was the pastor offering the couple counseling on
interpersonal relationships. The third most frequently
selected item (i.e., 39 responses) was the pastor




Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding family celebrations.
The three most frequently selected responses were then rank
ordered. The most frequently selected item (i.e., 48
responses) was the pastor mentioning the event in the church
bulletin, newsletter, or from the pulpit. The second most
frequently selected item (i.e., 40 responses) was the pastor
sending a card or literature to the family appropriate for
the event. The third most frequently selected item (i.e.,
38 responses) was the pastor phoning the family to offer
congratulations (see Appendix C for a display of other
responses).
Congregational Differences
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding how a pastor should
cope with congregational differences. The three most
frequently selected responses were then rank ordered. The
most frequently selected item (i.e., 53 responses) was to
identify the leader of the two groups and call them together
for a series of counseling sessions. The second most
frequently selected item (i.e., 46 responses) the pastor was
to serve as mediator between the groups, thus facilitating
their communication. The third most frequently
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selected item (i.e., 18 responses) was to consult with the
church board in resolving the conflict (see Appendix C for
display of other responses).
Caring for the Elderly
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with regarding caring for the
elderly. The three most frequently selected responses were
then rank ordered. The most frequently selected item (i.e.,
57 responses) the pastor would visit the elderly widow
regularly about once a month. The second most frequently
selected item (i.e., 53 responses they would arrange for lay
person to provide a care ministry for the elderly widow.
The third most frequently selected item (i.e., 41 responses)
was sending the elderly widow church bulletins and other
church literature (see Appendix C for a display of other
item responses).
Summary
The typical study participant stated that, as pastors,
they perceived that their congregations had several
expectations of them in life situations: that they would
provide dedication or baptism counseling within the first
six months of the child's life; that they would set up a
series of counseling appointments about issues of married
life; that they would identify leadership of both groups and
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Table 9
The Ministers' Perception of the Congregation’s
Expectations of Pastoral Responses to Life Situations
that Require Counseling; (a) Birth of a Child, (b)
Marriage Plans, (c) Family Celebration,(d) Congregation
Differences, and (e) Caring for the Elderly; Multiple
Responses by Participants, Number (#) (N=69)
Birth of a Child # (b) Marriage Plans #
Dedication/Baptism Issues on Married
Counseling 49 Life 61
Announcement of Counsel on
Birth 47 Interpersonal
Hospital Visitation 46 Relationships 41
Total 142 Officiate at
Wedding 39
Total 141








Congratulations 38 Serve as Mediator 46















involve them in a series of counseling sessions until the
issue is resolved; and that they would also visit in the
home of the elderly widow about once a month.
Section E: Expectations of Pastoral Responses
to Critical Experiences
The six items in Section E are related to survey
respondents' expectations of pastoral responses to critical
experiences. Items in this section were then rank ordered
by the frequency of responses. Results are detailed below.
Pastoral Responses to Critical Experiences
Study participants were instructed to place a check
by those items they agreed with concerning pastoral
responses to critical experiences. The three most
frequently selected responses were then rank ordered. The
most frequently selected item (i.e., 49 responses) was
the offering of a special prayer at church service for the
patient. The second most frequently selected item (i.e.,
47 responses) was the pastor's providing of support to the
family at the hospital. The third most frequently selected
item (i.e., 40 responses) was the pastor's providing of
support to the family at home (see Appendix C for a
display of other responses).
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Physical Birth Defect of Child
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with; how they would respond to a
parent in their church having a child with a physical birth
defect. The three most frequently selected responses were
then rank ordered. The most frequently selected item (i.e.,
38 responses was the pastor's visit to parents' home to
offer support and prayers. The second most frequently
selected item (i.e., 34 responses) was the pastor's
counseling the family in a series of sessions on how to cope
with the situation. The third most frequently selected item
(i.e., 29 responses) was the pastor's referral of the family
to a professional secular counselor (see Appendix C for a
display of other responses).
Marriage Problems
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with concerning how they would
respond to parishioners' marriage problems. The three most
frequently selected responses were then rank ordered. The
most frequently selected item (i.e., 39 responses) was
recommending a marriage counselor for the couple. The
second most frequently selected item (i.e., 35 responses)
was asking the couple to come for an extended number of
pastoral counseling sessions. The third most frequently
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selected item (i.e., 18 responses) is binomial mode. They
were asking the couple to come for one pastoral consultation
so that advice can be given about what they can do to save
the marriage; and tied for third (18 responses) was
recommending several books on marriage for the couple to
read (see Appendix C for a display of other responses).
Terminal Illness
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with concerning how they respond to
a parishioner suffering from a terminal illness. The three
most frequently selected responses were then rank ordered.
The most frequently selected item (i.e., 41 responses) was
counseling with the patient and family. The second most
frequently selected item (i.e., 36 responses)was visiting
the patient on a regular basis for as long as the patient
would benefit from pastoral care and counseling. The third
most frequently selected item (i.e., 22 responses) was
offering the patient counseling on the emotional experiences
of dying (see Appendix C for a display of other responses).
Underaqed Member Abusing Drugs
Study participants were instructed to place a check by
those items they agreed with concerning how they respond to
an underaged church member abusing drugs. The three most
frequently selected responses were then rank ordered. The
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most frequently selected item (i.e., 44 responses) was
recommending a drug treatment center to the family. The
second most frequently selected item (i.e., 39 responses)
was counseling with the drug abuser and family about their
relationship. The third most frequently selected item
(i.e., 30 responses) was binomial; was referring the drug
abuser to a drug treatment center and counseling with the
drug abuser about his experiences with drugs.
Pastoral Counseling Services at Your Church
As shown in Table 10, of 69 study participants, five
(or 7.2%) reported superior pastoral counseling service at
their present church; 31 (or 44.9%) reported satisfactory
pastoral counseling service at their present church.
Meanwhile, 22 (or 31.9%) reported fair pastoral counseling
service at their present church; six (or 8.7%) reported poor
counseling service at their present church; and five (or
7.2%) had no responses. Therefore, the typical study
participants reported that pastoral counseling services at
their present church were satisfactory.
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Table 10
Ministers' Expectations of Pastoral Responses
to Critical Experiences; (a) Pastoral Responses to
Critical Experiences, (b) Physical Birth Defect of
Child, (c) Marriage Problems, (d) Underaged Member
Abusing Drugs, and (e) Pastoral Counseling Services
at Multiple Responses by Participants, Number (#) (N=69)
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The typical study participants stated that, as pastors,
they had several expectations of themselves in coping with
their parishioners' critical experiences: that in the event
of critical hospitalization or surgery they would offer
special prayers at church service; that they would visit in
the home to offer support and prayer for a child with a
physical birth defect; that they would seek a marriage
counselor or other professional worker in the field to work
with a couple having marriage problems; that they would
counsel a terminally ill church member and the family; and
that they would recommend an underage drug abuser to a drug
treatment center. Finally, the typical study participant




The purpose of this study was to answer the question:
In what manner are Black Methodist ministers functioning in
their counseling ministries?
Counseling Functions of Black
Methodist Ministers
The Black minister has traditionally had an opportunity
for pastoral care and counseling in unstructured informal
settings. For example, the majority of study respondents
reported using the pulpit on Sunday morning during worship
service to acknowledge the celebration of special events in
the life of their congregation's families. They also
solicited special prayers and expressed concerns for those
members who were experiencing crises in their lives in the
form of death and dying, terminal illness, drugs and alcohol
abusers, marriage problems, stress, unemployment, financial
problem, etc. However, the participants freely shared deep
concerns with the investigator while shaking hands, speaking
on the phone, and at other times. Often, for example, the
opportunity for Black ministers to intervene will occur
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simply because they were attentive to the words, actions and
emotions of others.
Conclusion
The majority of Black ministers reported that they
would not intervene, but would offer help in a general way
if they were not approached with the parishioner's problem.
This showed sensitivity to the parishioners and to the
problems they were encountering. Although Black ministers
can frequently identify these unstructured opportunities to
render pastoral care and counseling, they often failed to do
so because of their attempts to make that one encounter the
last one, to hurriedly accomplish everything in a single
intervention. In most cases a greater willingness to go
beyond the brief encounter and to follow-up with more formal
counseling sessions was needed. It is important that many
Black ministers learn to relax and give people enough time
and space to work through their perplexing problems and to
give ministers sufficient time to make their appropriate
referrals if the problems are beyond the scope of clerical
counseling.
Many Black ministers would not make interventions
because that would create tension and conflict. Therefore,
they usually avoided intervening out of a preoccupation to
keep things running smoothly and to have people like them.
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For example, if a teenager had been abusing drugs and had
gotten into a major conflict with his/her parents, the
majority of the ministers reported recommending a drug
treatment center to the family instead of counseling,
directly with the drug abuser and his family. Thus, the
pastor lost an opportunity for pastoral intervention through
in depth counseling with parent and child possibly through
timidity, a lack of self-knowledge, or lack of adequate
educational preparation in clerical counseling. Therefore,
the Black pastoral ministry was not reaching its potential
in the local church.
Black ministers must also realize that they are not
equipped, nor do they have to be, to resolve every person's
problem. Instead of becoming overwhelmed by the magnitude
of the parishioners misfortunes, they should make
appropriate referrals in their act of counseling. In this
way, clerical counselors bracket their own needs and
emotions in favor of someone else's needs (Switzer, 1984).
The study's findings suggest some ambivalence among
Black ministers concerning the effectiveness of clerical
counseling in their ministry. If Black Methodist ministers
are to enhance their effectiveness in pastoral counseling,
they need to have a clear understanding of personality
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(Pruyser, 1986), including an awareness of themselves and of
their roles as counselors.
The results of this survey suggested that the Black
ministers felt that many parishioners would hesitate coming
to them for counseling because the minister might think less
of them or disapprove of their behavior. However, the
ministers see themselves as empathetic, possessing innate
counseling skills, and counseling effectively in
life-threatening situations of the church members. Most are
satisfied with their counseling and believe they are as
effective as other pastors in their delivery of counseling
services. The majority do not, however, see themselves as
effective as professional trained counselors.
It should be noted that although a majority were
satisfied with their counseling services in their present
church, only a few felt that superior service was being
given. A slightly larger group felt that poor
counseling services were rendered in their present church.
A consistent finding in the literature suggested that
pastors, despite the many demands competing for their
time, perceived counseling as a satisfying and rewarding
part of their ministry.
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Implications for Further Study
A research project often raises more questions than it
answers; this has certainly been true in the present study.
The study revealed what may be a dichotomy that Black
pastors perceive in their role performances. Are they to be
personally available in the exercise of their ministry, or
are they to be professionally competent as a counselor, or
both? If both, does the active Black pastor have the time
to meet leadership responsibilities for the many activities
of parish life and still to carry a case load of counseling
clients? If so, what do they do regarding their
availability to persons outside the church's membership?
Also, what is the effect of extended in-depth counseling on
church members' relationships with their pastor? After
counseling has been terminated, would parishioners who were
counseled by their pastor view them differently as a
result?
Limitations and Recommendations
The present study has several limitations that must be
borne in mind when interpreting the results. First, the
decision to use Black Methodist ministers, from the American
South as a sample limited the generalizability of the
conclusions for the larger population of all ministers.
Future investigators may want to look at all denominations.
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races, and regions to be able to address pastoral care and
counseling for any congregation.
The study participants were given only 30 minutes to
answer the survey questionnaire. This may not have been
enough time to think through and answer the survey to the
best of their knowledge. Future investigators may want to
allow study respondents more time to complete the survey.
Future investigators may want to look at female
ministers only, to see their perception and opinions of the
counseling services rendered in the Black church and
community.
The results of this study suggested that Black
ministers need professional training and skills to become
effective counselors. By virtue of their positions, the
Black ministers are afforded a strategic opportunity to
reach and to help many who will not come for formal
counseling. Consequently, Black ministers should be
provided with ways to recognize and utilize the pastoral
care and counseling opportunities that are potentially
present in every interpersonal contact.
Implications for Counselors
Counseling is a profession that engages individuals in
activities that encourage self-actualization. As stated
earlier, effective Black ministers must be able to see
themselves as professionals in pastoral care and counseling.
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Results of the present study have several implications
for pastors and other helping professionals. One implication
is that Black ministers must be sensitive to the counselees
and, for whatever reason, not give hurried "band-aid”
decisions. A second important implication is that counselors
and ministers need to work together to meet the needs of the
Black community. As the previously referred to literature
points out, counselors generally focus on spiritual and
religious needs. Ministry is a holistic service performed
to improve the total life experience of an individual.
Ministry is a professional activity devoted to helping
individuals with spiritual, religious, and interpersonal
growth, and counseling is one of the most powerful resources










I am currently doing research for a doctoral
dissertation in the Counseling and Human Growth and
Development Department at Clark Atlanta University. My
research project is designed to assess the manner in which
Black Methodist ministers function in their counseling
ministries. I have enclosed a copy of the survey
questionnaire which will be used to collect data on the
subject.
The survey should last about thirty minutes.
Naturally, all of the responses will be confidential, and
the participation will be strictly voluntary.
The compiled information from the ministers and the
results of the survey will be sent to them, if they wish. I
will be happy to meet with them to go over the results.
I am grateful for your permission and support to allow
me to do the study with the members of the Black Methodist




James P. Brawley Drive at Fair Street, SW
Atlanta,Georgia 30314
(404)880-8000
Formed in 1988 by the consolidation of
Atlanta University, 1865, and Clark College, 1869
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APPENDIX B
Black Ministers* Counseling Survey
Black Ministers Counseling Survey
Instructions
THIS QUESTIONNAIRE WAS DESIGNED TO OBTAIN INFORMATION ABOUT
YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE MINISTERIAL ROLE IN THE DELIVERY
OF PASTORAL CARE/COUNSELING SERVICES WITHIN THE BLACK
CHURCH. WHEREVER YOU SEE A LIST OF NUMBERED ITEMS, CHECK
THE NUMBER(S) OF ITEMS THAT APPLY TO YOU OR REPRESENT THE
CLOSEST EXPRESSION OF YOUR THOUGHTS, FEELINGS OR
EXPERIENCES.
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SECTION A; DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION






6. 73 or above
2. Your present title
3. Sex
1. Male















Three Seven or more
Four6.Marital Status
1. Single 4. Divorce
2. Married 5. Widowed
3. Separated
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SECTION B: LIVING SITUATION





4. Small Town8.Length of time at your pressent residence











12. Eleven or more
years
SECTION C: CHURCH PARTICIPATION-LENGTH OF SERVICE IN PRESENT
CONGREGATION
PLACE A CHECK IN THE BLANK THAT BEST DESCRIBES YOUR CHURCH
PARTICIPATION AND LENGTH OF SERVICE IN YOUR PRESENT CONGREGATION9.Church participation-length of service in your present
congregation
1. Less than one year 7. Six years
2. One year 8. Seven vears
3. Two years 9. Eight Years
4. Three years 10. Ten or more
5. Four years years



































SECTION D: UTILIZATION OF PASTORAL COUNSELING SKILLS
PLACE A CHECK BY THOSE ITEMS THAT BEST DESCRIBES THE
UTILIZATION OF YOUR PASTORAL COUNSELING SKILLS14.What kinds of counseling problems have you encountered
in your present congregation within the last year
(check all that apply)
1. Serious illness or accident
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2. Death/dying
3. Major marriage conflicts
4. Major family conflicts
5. Problems with alcohol
6. Problems with drugs
7. Mental illiness
8. Retirement
9. Crises of Faith
10. Problem in career choices





15. If your member(s) was having any of the above problems
and you heard of it from someone other than the member,
you would (check all that apply)
1. Contact the member(s), tell them you had
heard of their difficulties and that you
are available for pastoral counseling
2. Offer your help in a general way making
no reference to what you have heard
3. Not approach her/him on the matter unless
they ask for your help
16. What are the concerns that you think a member might have
that would result in her/him not contacting a pastor for
counseling (check all that apply)
1. I might think less of her/him
2. I might disapprove what (s)he had done or
was considering doing
3. I might tell her/him to do something (s)he
did not want to do
4. Other members of the congregation or community
might find out (s)he has a problem
5. I might not be able to understand his/her
problem
6. I might not consider the problem serious
enough for counseling
7. I might expect (s)he would talk about other
things as well
8. I might not have the counseling skills I would
need for her/his problem(s)
9. I might send her/him to someone else to discuss
her/his problem(s)




SECTION E: PASTORAL PRIORTIES
PLACE A CHECK BY THOSE ITEMS THAT BEST DESCRIBE YOUR PRIORTIES
IN COUNSELING17.The most important pastoral functions in rank order are
1. Ministry to the sick
2. Ministry to the bereaved
3. Ministry to the dying
4. Regular visiting in church members' homes
5. Visiting a new area resident
6. Premarital counseling
7. Marriage counseling
8. Counseling with individuals about their
spiritual growth and religious beliefs
9. Counseling with individuals about their
personal adequacy, peace of mind, etc.
10. Alcohol or drug abuse counseling
11. Other (specify)18.I think the least important pastoral functions in rank
order are
1. Ministry to the sick
2. Ministry to the bereaved
3. Ministry to the dying
4. Regular visiting in church members' home
5. Visiting a new area resident
6. Premarital counseling
7. Marriage Counseling
8. Counseling with individuals about their
spiritual growth and religious beliefs
9. Counseling with individuals about their
personal adequacy, peace of mind, etc.
10. Alcohol or drug abuse counseling
11. Other (specify19.What training do you think a minister should be required
to have to provide pastoral counseling (check all that
apply)
1. Some college courses in psychology
2. Seminary courses in pastoral counseling






8. Pastoral counseling experience
9. Other (Specify)
SECTION F; THE MINISTER'S PERCEPTION OF THE CONGREGATIONAL
EXPECTATION OF PASTORAL RESPONSES TO LIFE SITUA¬
TIONS THAT REQUIRE COUNSELING
PLACE A CHECK BY THOSE ITEMS THAT BEST DESCRIBE YOUR ROLE AS
PASTORAL RESPONSES TO LIFE'S SITUATIONS AS IT RELATES TO YOU,
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)
20. A child is born to a church family. The pastor should;
1. Visit the mother at the hospital
2. Provide counseling regarding dedication or
baptism within the first six months of the
child's life.
3. Attend a family gathering at the time of the
dedication of baptism of the child
4. Announce the birth of the child at Sunday's
worship
5. Call at the home when mother and infant return
from the hospital
21. A young couple in the church is planning to be married;
the pastor should:
1. Meet with them no more than once to discuss
wedding plans
2. Set up a series of counseling appointments
About issues of married life for the couple
3. Invite the couple to join a pre-marriage group
of other couples to deal with emotional and
religious concerns that may affect them as
married couples
4. Conduct the wedding rehearsal
5. Officiate at the wedding
6. Offer the couple counseling in interpersonal
relationships
7. Other (specify)22.A family has a celebration event (anniversary, birthday,
promotion, etc.) The pastor should;
1. Mention the event in the church bulletin,
newsletter or pulpit.
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2. Phone the family to offer congratulations
3. Participate with the family in the celebration
event
4. Visit the family in the home before the event
5. Send a card or literature to the family appro¬
priate to the event
6. Other (specify)23.Differences have developed between two groups in your
congregation. As pastor, you should:
1. Decide which group was right and give support to
that group
2. Identify the leadership of the two groups and
call them together for a series of counseling
sessions until the issue is resolved
3. Remain apart from both sides and wait for the
healing work of God's spirit
4. Serve as mediator between the two groups,
facilitating their communication
5. Consult with the church board in resolving the
conflict
6. Other (specify)24.An elderly widow in the church lives alone in her own home
and is not able to attend worship. The pastor should:
1. Bring her communion once a year
2. Provide pastoral counseling on the issues
of aging and preparation for death
3. Send her the church bulletins and other
church literature regularly
4. Visit her regularly about once a month
5. Arrange for lay persons to provide a care
ministry to her
6. Other (specify)
SECTION G: EXPECTATIONS OF PASTORAL RESPONSES TO CRITICAL
EXPERIENCES
PLACE A CHECK BY THOSE ITEMS THAT BEST DESCRIBE HOW YOU WOULD
RESPONSED TO CRITICAL EXPERIENCES OF YOUR CHURCH MEMBERS(S)
AND THE CHURCH COMMUNITY (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY)25.In the event of the critical hospitalization or surgery
of a church member, the pastor should:
1. Call at the hospital and have prayer with
the patient
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2. Offer special prayers at church service for
the patient
3. Serve as an intermediary between hospital
staff and family
4. Remain at the hospital with the patient until
the out come is known
5. Provide support to the family at the hospital
6. Provide support to the family at
7. Other (specify)
26. A physical birth defect is discovered that will impair a
child's life. The pastor should;
1. Visit in the home and offer support and prayers
2. Talk with the family about how to cope with the
situation in a series of pastoral counseling
sessions
3. Refer the family to professional secular
counselor
4. Wait for the family to ask for pastoral care
or counseling
5. Other (specify)
27. A couple is having trouble holding their marriage
together and have expressed concern to the pastor.
The pastor should;
1. Urge them to seek a marriage counselor or
other professional workers in the field
2. Ask the couple to come for an extended number
of pastoral counseling sessions
3. Suggest the couple talk with other couples
in the church whose marriages appear to be
going well
4. Ask the couple to come for one pastoral
consultation so that advice can be given
about what they can do to save their
marriage
5. Recommend several books on relationships in
marriage
6. Other (specify)28.A church member has just learned that (s)he has a terminal
disease. The pastor should;
1. Visit the member immediately and on a regular
bases for as long as (s)he would benefit from
pastoral care/counseling
2. Consult with the member's physician regarding
the nature and expected course of the disease
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3. Offer counseling on the emotional experiences
of dying
4. Counsel with the member and family regarding
preferences in funeral arrangements
5. Counsel with the patient only
6. Counsel with patient and family
7. Other (specify)
29. An underaged member/minor of a family in the church has
been abusing drugs and has gotten into a major conflict
with the parents. The pastor should:
1. Recommend a drug treatment center to the family
2. Refer the drug abuser to a drug treatment center
3. Counsel with the drug abuser and his family
about their relationship
4. Counsel with the drug abuser about his exper¬
ience with the drugs
5. Counsel with the drug abuser about his ways of
dealing with stress
6. Arrange a medical consultation for the drug
abuser for possible detoxification/proper
medication
7. Deliver a sermon on the need for a closer family
ties
8. Deliver a sermon on the use/abuse of drugs
9. Other (specify)
30. How do you feel about the pastoral counseling you are







Seven Full Lists of Survey Responses
1. Utilization of the Pastor's Counseling
Skills in Multiple Responses by Participants
Number (#) N=69
Reasons for Congregations Not Approaching
Pastors For Pastoral Care/Counseling £




Might disclose to others 20
Not understand 19
Not have counseling skills 19
Send to someone else 18
Not consider serious 11
Expect s(he) to talk 1^
Total 249
2. Pastoral Priorities Multiple Responses





Personal Counseling 52 Regular Visitation 32
Ministry/bereaved 47 Visiting new resident 29
Ministry/sick 46 Personal counseling 19
Spiritual counseling 45 Marriage counseling 17
Premarital counseling 43 Ministry/bereaved 16
Ministry/dying 42 Alcohol/drug counseling 16
Marriage counseling 39 Premarital counseling 15
Alcohol/drug Spiritual counseling 15
counseling 36 Minister sick 14
Regular visitation 35 Minister/dying 14
Visiting new Total 187
resident 32
Total 417
3. Pastoral Priorities Multiple Responses












4. The Ministers Perception of the Congregations
Expectations of Pastoral Responses to Life
Situations That Require Counseling Multiple
Responses Participants Number (#) N=69
Birth of a Child « Marriage Plans «
Dedication/Baptism Issues of Married life 61
Counseling 49 Counseling interpersonal
Announcement of birth 47 relationships 41
Hospital visit 46 Officiate at wedding 39


















5. The Ministers Perception of the Congregations
Expectations of Pastoral Responses to Life
Situations That Require Counseling Multiple
Responses Participants Number (#) N=69
Congregational Caring for the
Differences # Elderly #
Series of counseling Visitation once a month 57
sessions 53 Lay person ministry 53
Serve as mediator 46 Send church bulletins/
Consult with church literature 41
board 18 Pastoral counseling on
Healing of God's aging 14






6. Expectations of :Pastoral Response to Critical







Defect of Child #
Special prayer at Visit in home 38
church service 49 Talk with family 34
Support family at Refer family to
hospital 47 professional 29
Support family at Visit family and patient 36
home 40 Remain at hospital/
Call at hospital/ outcome 15





7. Expectations of Pastoral Responses to Critical
Experiences of Multiple Responses by Participants
Numbers (#) N=69
Terminal Ill
Marriage Problems « Church Member «
Seek Marriage Counsel with patient and
counselor 39 family 41
Pastoral Counseling 35 Visit member immediately 36
One Pastoral Counsel on emotional
consultation 18 experience of dying 22
Recommend books on Consult with members
relationships 18 physicians 20
Couples talk with Counsel with family on
other couples 10 funeral arrangements 14







abuse and family 39











Deliver sermon on the
use/abuse of drugs 5
Total 142
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